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Abstract: The design features of high-power ore furnaces are the transformer’s secondary winding
made of 4–8 isolated splits and a busbar assembly made of the same number of paired bifilar bus
tubes, spaced 20–40 mm apart. Only an arc fault (AF) can occur between paired bus tubes in such an
assembly, during which the assembly with currents of 35–150 kA can be completely destructed. To
protect against AFs, these bus tubes are wrapped in several layers of gluey fiberglass cloth. However,
such cloth is abraded under the impact of airborne abrasive dust particles during furnace operation,
and coal dust in the air creates the conditions for an AF. A new current protection with a magnetic
current transformer (MCT), which prevents busbar assembly destruction, is suggested. Its design
is based on the analysis of the distribution of busbar assembly magnetic fields. The choice of MCT
position is justified, and parameters of its windings are determined; MCT construction and fastening
are described, and a technique for reliable MCT output signal transmission under strong magnetic
fields and with a specified protection threshold is suggested. These protections are currently the
simplest and cheapest tool for preventing the complete destruction of an expensive busbar assembly
in events of AFs during it.

Keywords: ore-thermal furnace; high-current circuit; busbar assembly; bus tube; arc fault; busbar
assembly current; magnetic current transformer; discriminating element; current protection

1. Introduction

A high-current circuit is one of key elements of ore-thermal production [1]. It is used
for transferring electrical energy from furnace transformers to furnace electrodes according
to the scheme shown in Figure 1a, which includes a single-phase furnace transformer (1),
busbar assembly (2), a thermal expansion compensator for the busbar assembly (3), flexible
couplings (4), ore furnace electrodes (5), a wall between the furnace transformers and the
furnace (6), high-voltage busbars (7), and current transformers for relay protection and
measuring instruments (8). According to [1], the busbar assembly is the longest part of the
high-current circuit; hence, most arc faults (AFs) occur during it.

The voltage in a high-current circuit is almost always equal to 120–350 V [1,2]; operat-
ing currents attain 35–150 kA. Therefore, to simplify its manufacturing and reduce energy
loss, the secondary winding of the furnace transformer is made of G isolated splits [1–4],
and a busbar assembly is a set of water-cooled copper bus tubes, the number of pairs of
which is equal to the number of splits. The diameter of these bus tubes is usually 50 or
60 mm, and the wall thickness is 14–16 mm.

A staggering arrangement of the bus tubes in a busbar assembly is the most common
in ore-thermal production [2]. An example of this arrangement is shown in Figure 1b. As is
seen from this figure, the busbar assembly consists of two columns of bus tubes and G rows.
The direction of current in the bus tubes is designated by (×) and (•). This arrangement of
current conductors in a busbar assembly is bifilar, which makes it possible to decrease the
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strength of a magnetic field that is produced by the currents in the busbar assembly and,
hence, to reduce its inductance and the loss of energy in it [3–6]. With such an arrangement
of bus tubes in a busbar assembly, AFs can occur only between bus tubes of one split, i.e.,
between bus tubes in one row.
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Figure 1. (a) Arrangement of bus tubes in a busbar assembly; (b) split secondary winding of
a transformer.

In this design, the air gaps between these bus tubes act as protection against AFs.
When choosing the size of these gaps, one should take into account that their decrease is
accompanied by a decrease in the inductance of the busbar assembly and, hence, a decrease
in energy loss [5,6], while their increase decreases the probability of AFs. According to [1,2],
these air gaps are taken to be equal to 20–40 mm in a busbar assembly of an ore furnace.

However, coal dust, which is present in high concentrations in the ambient medium
of a busbar assembly, can form conductive bridges between the bus tubes. As a result, an
electric arc can originate between them and initiate complete destruction of the expensive
busbar assembly in 1–3 s under furnace operating currents.

To prevent this destruction [1], all bus tubes in a busbar assembly are sometimes
insulated by wrapping them in several layers of commercial gluey fiberglass cloth. How-
ever, there are a lot of quickly moving abrasive products of furnace fuel combustion in the
ambient medium, which promotes the intensive destruction of this bus tube insulation and,
hence, the occurrence of AFs.

The common mean of protection of a furnace transformer against short circuits (SCs) is
an overcurrent protection, where current transformers (CTs) are used as current transducers
(8 in Figure 1). However, such a protection is insensitive to AFs in the busbar assembly of
the high-current circuit of an ore furnace. Therefore, an AF in a pair of bus tubes almost
always results in its complete damage.

To detect AFs in the busbar assembly of an ore furnace, longitudinal differential
protection with CTs can be used [7–9]. However, it requires a CT with a rated current of
10–30 kA to be mounted in each split of each phase of the high-current circuit. Since such
CTs are very expensive and large, and the distance between the axes of the bus tubes does
not exceed 100–150 mm, the design of the protection of the busbar assembly of an ore
furnace based on them is of little promise.

Instead of CTs, cheaper Rogowski coils can be used for this purpose [10–12], which
are mounted only at bus tubes with forward current in a busbar assembly. In this case, all
Rogowski coils of a busbar assembly are in series where they are aiding. It is clear that the
mounting of Rogowski coils at the bus tubes of a busbar assembly and the manufacture of
their insulation to protect against voltage between the bus tubes is a difficult engineering
task, which is complicated by the small space between the bus tubes. In addition, the
electromotive force (EMF) of each Rogowski coil and the transmission of an electrical signal
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from these coils to the comparison unit are strongly affected by the magnetic fields that are
produced by currents in the bus tubes with the reverse current in this busbar assembly, as
well as by external magnetic fields that are produced by the currents in the busbars of other
phases. All this casts doubt on the possibility of using Rogowski coils for AF protection of
the busbar assembly of the high-current network of an ore furnace.

Protections of the busbar assembly of an ore furnace on the basis of magnetic current
transformers (MCTs) can be considered a new direction [7]. An MCT is usually made
as a flat coil, placed in a casing that protects it against both electrical breakdowns and
mechanical damage. The MCT operation is based on measurements of the magnetic field of
one or several current conductors. Therefore, for protection against AFs in the high-current
circuit of an ore furnace, MCTs should be mounted in a certain way and immediately near
the busbar assembly.

The sensitivity of this protection against AFs in the high-current circuit of an ore
furnace depends on many factors, including the number of MCTs and the sizes of their
windings, the type of arrangement of the MCTs with respect to the busbar assembly, the
number of pairs of bus tubes in the busbar assembly, the position of the damaged splitting
in it, the AF point in the high-current circuit, and the magnitude of external magnetic fields.

In view of the above, we suggest the following procedure for the design of AF protec-
tion of the busbar assembly of the high-current circuit of an ore furnace: First, the currents
in the pairs of bus tubes of the busbar assembly are determined in the operation mode and
in the case of an AF, in the circuit of an arbitrary pair of bus tubes. Then, the magnetic field
of this busbar assembly is simulated on the basis of the currents in the bus tubes of the
busbar assembly and their spatial arrangement. Next, the MCT position and the number
of its windings are determined from the analysis of the simulation results. One should
remember that the number of rows G is usually no less than four and no more than eight in
busbar assemblies of ore furnaces.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Simulation of Currents in a Busbar Assembly in the Case of AFs

It is impossible to use known techniques for simulating currents in a busbar assembly,
for example, those described in [1,2,13–15], because they are intended for simulation of
currents in a busbar assembly without AFs.

Hence, if the resistance of the compensator, flexible couplings, systems of shoes,
and contact clamps is neglected, then currents in the bus tubes of a single-phase furnace
transformer with G splits in the secondary winding in the operation mode and in the case
of AF can be simulated according to the circuit in Figure 2 and the mathematical model
suggested in [16]. In the circuit, an AF in the gth pair of bus tubes is implemented with the
use of contact K. The designations in Figure 2 are as follows:

- U1—the complex voltage applied to the primary winding;
- I1—the complex value of the current;
- R1 and jX1—active and reactive resistances in the primary winding;
- Z1—impedance of the primary winding, Z1 = R1 + jX1;

-
·

I2.1 −
·

I2.g—the complex values of the currents in the splits of the secondary winding;
- R2.gl; R2.gn; jX2.gl; jX2.gn—active and reactive resistances of undamaged pairs of bus

tubes and the load connected to them;
- Z2.gl; Z2.gn—impedances of undamaged pairs of bus tubes and the load connected to

them, Z2.gl = R2.gl + jX2.gl; Z2.gn = R2.gn + jX2.gn

- R
′
2.gl and R

′′
2.gl; jX

′
2.gl and jX

′′
2.gl—active and reactive resistances of the sections of

the damaged pair of bus tubes from the furnace transformer to the AF point and
after it;

- Z
′
2.gl and Z

′′
2.gl—impedances of the sections of the damaged pair of bus tubes from the

furnace transformer to the AF point and after it, Z
′
2.gl = R

′
2.gl + jX

′
2.gl;

Z
′′

2.gl = R
′′

2.gl + jX
′′

2.gl;
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- Ra—the arc resistance.
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Figure 2. Circuit of a single-phase transformer in the case of AF in the circuit of the gth split of the
secondary winding. Small dots indicate "and so on”, “etc". Big dots indicate the beginning of the
coil winding.

To determine the resistances of undamaged pairs of bus tubes, their damaged sections,
and the busbar assembly as a whole, the technique described in [16] is used. Following this

technique and taking into account the circuit in Figure 2, the currents
·

I2.1 −
·

I2.g in the splits
of the secondary winding and in the bus tubes connected to them are equal in magnitude
under the normal operation of the high-current circuit.

The occurrence of an electric arc in the circuit of an arbitrary pair of bus tubes is
accompanied by an increase in their currents. The distribution of the currents in the
damaged pair of bus tubes is shown in Figure 3a. If the resistances of the sections of the
high-current circuit are assumed to be proportional to their length, then, in accordance
with Figure 3, the currents in these bus tubes before the AF point and after it can be
approximately calculated as

.
I
′
2.AF =

.
U2.g

Z′2.gl + Za
and

.
I
′′
2.AF =

.
U2.n

Z′′2.gl + Za
, (1)

where
.

U2.g and
.

U2.n are the voltages at the terminals of the damaged split of the secondary
winding and at the electrodes of the furnace that the damaged spilt is connected to; Za is
the calculated arc resistance in the case of AF between bus tubes; and Z

′
2.gl = Z2.gl lAF/lhvc;

Z
′′

2.gl = Z2.gl(lhvc − lAF)/lhvc.
The arc resistance at the AF point depends on factors such as the space between the

bus tubes, their insulation type, the voltage applied to them, and the ambient temperature.
Hence, its accurate assessment is a difficult task. However, taking into account the diagram
in Figure 3a, the arc resistance can be approximately assessed as follows: Let the arc
resistance at the closing point of two bus tubes, located at the end of the busbar assembly,
be equal to the impedance Z2g.n of the load of a pair of bus tubes in the form of an arc
between the furnace electrodes; then, the arc resistance in I

′′
2.AF in Equation (1) can be

calculated as
Za = Zac Z2g.n/(Zac + Z2g.n) or Za = Z2.gn/2 (2)

The impedance Z2.gl is usually about 1.5–2.0% of the impedance Z2g.n of the load of
a pair of bus tubes in the form of an arc between the furnace electrodes [1]. Therefore,
the current I′2.AF can be set equal to the double value of the current in a pair of bus
tubes before an AF. Since the voltage

.
U2g.n, formed by all the three phase currents in the
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furnace electrode system, is approximately equal to 0.95U2.g, it is reasonable to assume the
difference between I

′′
2.AF and I′2.AF to be insignificant.
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Figure 3. Design models for simulation of the currents (a) and magnetic field (b) of bus tubes of a
busbar assembly.

2.2. Simulation of the Magnetic Field of a Busbar Assembly

It is impossible to use known techniques for simulating the magnetic field of a busbar
assembly, for example, those described in [1,2,17,18], mainly because they are intended for
simulation of the magnetic field in a busbar assembly without AFs.

Therefore, the distribution of the magnetic field of a busbar assembly of G pairs of bus
tubes [19] is simulated according to the model shown in Figure 3b. In this model, G = 4.
Under the assumption that the nth bus tube of this assembly is infinitely long, its diameter
tends to zero, and the current in it is equal to I2.n; according to the Biot–Savart law [17,18],
the components of its magnetic field at point A can be defined as

BxAn =
µ0 I2.n

2πr2.n

|yA − y2.n|
r2.n

and ByAn =
µ0 I2.n

2πr2.n

|xA − x2.n|
r2n

, (3)

where xA and yA are the coordinates of point A; x2.n and y2.n are the coordinates of the nth

bus tube; and r2.n =
√
(yA − y2.n)

2 + (xA − x2.n)
2 is the distance between the nth bus tube

and point A.
The horizontal and vertical components of the induction of the magnetic field of the

busbar assembly are defined as

Bx =
N

∑
n=1

µ0 I2.n

2πr2.n

|yA − y2.n|
r2.n

and By =
N

∑
n=1

µ0 I2.n

2πr2.n

|xA − x2.n|
r2.n

. (4)

3. Results and Discussion

The simulation of the magnetic field of a busbar assembly is quite simple in, for
example, Turbo BASIC [20] or a Matlab environment. The simulation of the magnetic
field induction of a busbar assembly is based on Equation (4) for the horizontal Bx and
vertical By components. If the busbar assembly is not damaged, then the currents in all
paired bus tubes are assumed to be equal and are defined as I2n = I2/G. When an AF
occurs, the current in undamaged bus tube pairs is considered to be constant, while the
currents in the pair of damaged bus tubes before the AF point and after it are defined as
I2n = I

′
2.AF = 2I2/G and I2n = I ′′2.AF = 0.95I

′
2.AF, respectively.
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3.1. Mathematical Model Applicability

The applicability of the mathematical model suggested for the assessment of the
parameters of MCTs of the protection was verified by means of comparison between the
calculation and experimental results. The experiments were carried out with the high-
current circuit of a EOTSNK 16000/10-K furnace transformer with 17 control steps and
eight splits in the secondary winding at the busbar assembly current I2 = 30,000 A. For the
busbar assembly, b1 = b2 = 0.08 m, the bus tube diameter d2.n = 0.6 m, and the current in the
bus tube I2.n = I2/G = 3750 A, where I2 is the current in the busbar assembly.

The experimental results are shown in Figure 4 with dots, and the calculation results
are shown with curves Bx = f (y) and By = f (y). They are derived from the currents in the
bus tubes of the busbar assembly at the coordinate xA = 0.21 m in the normal operation
mode during the first stage of the transformer adjustment. The comparison between the
calculation and experimental results in Figure 4 shows that the error in the magnetic field
components that are calculated with the suggested mathematical model is no more than
10%. Hence, this mathematical model is applicable for determining the positions of MCTs
with respect to a busbar assembly, the number of windings, and their sizes.
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 Figure 4. Simulated components of the magnetic field of the busbar assembly in the normal
operation mode.

3.2. Current Protection Based on MCT with One Winding

The positions of MCTs with respect to the busbar assembly are determined from the
dependences Bx = f (y) and By = f (y), simulated for both the normal operation mode and
the event of an AF in the 5th–8th splits of the secondary winding, which are shown in
Figures 5–8, respectively. The simulated dependences Bx = f (y) and By = f (y) in the region

of a pair of bus tubes with the current
·
I′2.AF are shown in Figures 5a, 6a, 7a and 8a, and for

the current
·
I′′2.AF, they are shown in Figures 5b, 6b, 7b and 8b.

The analysis of the simulated vertical component of the magnetic field of the bar
assembly (Figures 4–8) shows that By = f (y) = 0 at Y = 0 in the nondamaged busbar
assembly, and By is nonzero in the event of an AF. This feature of the dependence By = f (y)
is used in [21] to design the AF protection of the busbar assembly of a high-voltage circuit
with the use of one MCT. According to [21], the MCT of this protection should be mounted
at an arbitrary point A with the coordinate yA = 0. To improve the MCT outputs, it should
be mounted as close to the busbar assembly as possible. The calculated values of By at
point A with the coordinate xA = 0.21 m in the case of AFs in different pairs of bus tubes
are given in the first row of Table 1. The analysis of these data shows that high absolute
values of the induction component By of the magnetic field at the point Y = 0 in the MCT
plane can be attained if the MCT is mounted at the beginning of the busbar assembly. An
example of this arrangement is shown in Figure 9a, where a busbar assembly is marked by
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1, an MCT is shown by 2, the MCT winding is signed by 3, its isolating casing is designated
by 4, and the discriminating element of the protection is marked by 5.
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Table 1. Simulated components of the magnetic field of the busbar assembly.

MF Component, T
Damaged Split no.

5 6 7 8

By at the point Y = 0 at the current
.
I
′
2.AF/

.
I
′′
2.AF

in a damaged split
−0.00465
0.01396

0.00090
−0.00270

−0.00017
0.00099

0.00017
−0.00050

∆Bx calculated using Equations (3) and (4) at

the current
.
I
′
2.AF/

.
I
′′
2.AF in a damaged split

−0.00079
0.00238

0.00348
−0.01044

−0.00593
0.01779

0.00737
−0.02211
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3.3. Current Protection Based on MCT with Two Windings

The analysis of the dependence Bx = f (y) in Figures 5–8 shows it to be symmetrical
about the X axis in the nondamaged busbar assembly, while the occurrence of an AF in
any pair of bus tubes disturbs this symmetry. This property of the dependence Bx = f (y)
can be used for designing an AF protection. In this design, an MCT with two windings
should be used, and the windings should by symmetrized about the X axis of the busbar
assembly like in Figure 9b, where 1 designates the busbar assembly, 2 shows the MCT,
3 and 4 mark windings, 5 marks the isolating casing, and 6 shows the discriminating
element of the protection. In this case, the value of ∆Bx, which is the difference between
the mean values of the horizontal magnetic field induction component Bx in the planes of
the MCT windings, is used as information about an AF.

As can be seen from Figures 5–8, the behavior of the dependence Bx = f (y) is complex.
It depends on the position of the damaged pair of bus tubes in the busbar assembly and
the AF point in the high-current circuit. Therefore, the choice of the size and positions of
the windings in the MCT in order to ensure an acceptable electromotive force (EMF) value
at the winding outputs in the case of an AF in an arbitrary split is a quite difficult task. It
can be simplified if the size of the MCT windings along the Y axis is taken to be equal to
half the height H of the busbar assembly. When calculating the protection parameters, the
mean magnetic flux induction in the plane of windings 3 and 4 can be found as

Bx,MCT1 =

H/2∫
0

N

∑
n=1

µ0 I2.n

2πr2.n

|yA − y2.n|
r2.n

dy and Bx,MCT2 =

0∫
−H/2

N

∑
n=1

µ0 I2.n

2πr2.n

|yA − y2.n|
r2.n

dy, (5)

and their difference as
∆Bx = Bx,MCT1 − Bx,MCT2 (6)

The ∆Bx value in the case of AFs in different pairs of bus tubes, calculated using
Equations (5) and (6) in the sections from the furnace transformer to the AF point and from
the AF point to the furnace electrodes, are given in the second row of Table 1. The analysis
of these data also shows that large absolute ∆Bx values can be attained if the MCT is placed
at the beginning of the busbar assembly.

3.4. Protection Parameters

Assuming that the mean value of the vertical component By of the magnetic field
induction in the plane of the MCT winding in Figure 9a corresponds to the value given in
Table 1, the actual value of the EMF in it [17,18] can be calculated as

EMCT = 4.44 f wMCT ByQMCT , (7)

where wMCT and QMCT are the number of turns in the MCT winding and the area of a turn
in this winding.

According to the diagram in Figure 9a, winding 3 of the MCT is connected to discrim-
inating element 5, which is a current relay with a controllable actuation threshold. The
current in the relay winding is

.
IMCT =

.
EMCT/(ZMCT + Zr), (8)

where ZMCT =
√

R2
MCT + X2

MCT and Zr are the impedances of the MCT winding and of the
current relay; RMCT and XMCT are the active and reactive resistances of the MCT winding.

If the MCT and the busbar assembly are perfectly manufactured and mounted, then
the zero EMF is, in theory, induced in the MCT winding with their mutual arrangement.
However, this is not the case in practice. It is usually impossible to accurately manufacture
and mount both the busbar assembly and MCT. In addition, there is always an external
magnetic field around a furnace, with the vertical induction component BδY produced by
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the currents in other components of the ore furnace. Therefore, the imbalance EMF Eim is
induced in the MCT windings, and the imbalance current Iim flows in the discriminating
element. It is quite difficult to accurately calculate the influence of these factors on Eim
and Iim. Therefore, in practice, they are measured in the protection used. Based on these
measurements, the protection relay threshold [8,9] is calculated as

Iop = Iim,maxko f f , (9)

where Iim,max is the maximal imbalance current in the load operation modes of the ore
furnace; koff = 1.5 is the offset factor.

Thus, if the calculated IMCT in the protection relay circuit is lower than the protection
operation current Iop in the event of an AF between a pair of bus tubes, then the protection
fails to operate, that is, the protection sensitivity is insufficient. In this case, an MCT with
two windings can be used for the AF protection design. In this protection, the actual EMF
EMCT at the MCT output is

EMCT = 4.44 f wMCT∆BxQMCT . (10)

The current in the discriminating element in the operation mode and the protection
operation current can be calculated using Equations (8) and (9). According to [8,9], this
MCT type is much less sensitive to the horizontal component BδX of the external magnetic
field shown in Figure 9b. Therefore, when using such an MCT, the effect of the external
magnetic field can be neglected. In this regard, the imbalance current in the discriminating
element circuit is lower, and the protection sensitivity is much higher.

As a winding of this MCT [22], two coils of a RP-25 intermediate relay can be used. The
parameters of these coils are given in Table 2. According to our calculations, the protection
sensitivity is the highest if these coils are located in currents with yA = ±0.125 m. In this
case, the EMF is minimal if an AF occurs in the first (eight) and the fourth (fifth) splits:
EMCT = 0.342 and −0.336 V, respectively.

Table 2. Parameters of coils of intermediate relays.

Relay Type Number of Turns wc Area of Turn Qc, m2
Winding Parameter

Rc, Ohm Xc, Ohm

RP-25 3000 0.000875 170.8 180.4

RP-25 3850 0.000875 298.4 297.1

RP-25 6700 0.000875 858.3 899.8

With such windings, the maximal imbalance EMF Eim is determined through shift-
ing an MCT along the Y axis to 2 cm from the busbar assembly. This MCT positioning
accuracy can be ensured by attending personnel. In this case, the maximal imbalance EMF
Eim,max = 0.156 V.

3.5. Discriminating Element of the Current Protection

Magnetic current transformers of current protections have a low output power, which
makes the use of mass-produced RT-40/0.2 and RTZ-51 current relays as discriminating
elements in these protections impossible [7]. Sometimes, an RZTV-1 relay can be used for
this purpose. Its actuation power is significantly lower, but the MCT power can turn out
to be insufficient for the actuation of this relay. In addition, if a long cable is required to
connect the MCT to such a discriminating element, then it is necessary to protect this cable
from EMF that has been induced in it by external magnetic fields Bδ.

This can be avoided if a cable amplifier is used to transmit information from the MCT
to the discriminating element. This enables one to not only take into account the low output
power of the MCT and the interference from external magnetic fields, but also to use only a
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two-core cable for data transmission. The diagram of current protection with an MCT and
a cable amplifier is shown in Figure 10, where an MCT is marked by 1, a cable amplifier is
shown by 2; a discriminating element is signed by 3, and a connecting cable is indicated
by 4.
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Figure 10. Diagram of the current protection based on MCT.

The cable amplifier is small and can be placed inside the isolating casing of the MCT
during its manufacturing.

According to this diagram, the MCT load is the variable resistor R1. This enables
generating a required voltage UMCT at the cable input amplifier regardless of the MCT
winding design and the current in the high-current circuit. This alternating voltage is
supplied to the cable amplifier input through capacitor C1. The cable amplifier is two-stage
and is based on transistors VT1 and VT2. The parameters of this amplifier, i.e., its linearity
and gain ka, are set using resistors R2 and R6. An output signal of the cable amplifier is
picked up from a voltage divider formed by this amplifier and resistor R7.

Discriminating element 3 is connected to cable amplifier 2 using connecting cable 4.
In the discriminating element, the variable component of a cable amplifier output signal
is supplied through coupling capacitors C3 and C4 to diode bridge VD1–VD4, where it is
rectified. Then, this signal in the form of rectified voltage is applied to relay KV1 winding,
which has terminals for controlling the voltage UKV. Capacitance C5 is designed to smooth
out the ripple of the rectified signal.

Our experiments have shown that a cable amplifier with such a discriminating element
has a linear characteristic if, at a given voltage UMCT1 set with the use of resistor R1, the
relay KV1 winding voltage UKV does not exceed 3 V. Therefore, the relay KV1 actuation
voltage Uact is set to be equal to 3 V.

If MCT windings are coils of an RP-25 relay with the number of turns wc = 6700 and
the minimal EMCT = 0.336 V, the resistance of resistor R1 is equal to impedance ZMCT, and
R1.1 = R1/2, then

UMCT1 = EMCT/4 = 0.336/4 = 0.084V. (11)

In this case, the gain can be approximately estimated as

kgain = Uact/UMCT1 = 3.0/0.084 ≈ 38 (12)

This approach to selecting the cable amplifier parameters for the selected MCT type
makes it possible to successfully use this cable amplifier in AF protections for almost all
ore furnace types. The cable amplifier is powered by a stabilized 12 V DC source.

In practice, the adjustment of a protection device with a cable amplifier comes down
to setting the voltage

UMCT = Uact/kgain/ko f f = 3.0/38/1.5 ≈ 0.053 V (13)
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with the use of resistor R1. The relay winding voltage UKV should be equal to 2 V. This
ensures reliable detection of the normal and emergency operation modes of an ore furnace.

Under an arbitrary operation mode of an ore furnace in the absence of AFs in the
busbar package of a high-current circuit, the currents in all pairs of bus tubes are equal in
magnitude. As a result, the voltage UMCT at the cable amplifier input is lower than 0.053 V
regardless of the ore furnace load, and the relay winding voltage UKV is lower than 2 V. In
this case, relay KV1 remains in its initial position, its contacts are open, and no trip signal is
sent to the transformer.

If an AF occurs in the busbar assembly of the high-current circuit, the currents in all
paired bus tubes remain equal except the damaged pair, where they increase approximately
twofold. As a result, the voltage UMCT at the cable amplifier input exceeds 0.084 V regard-
less of the ore furnace load, and the relay winding voltage UKV becomes higher than the
relay KV1 actuation voltage Uact. Relay KV1 actuates, its contacts close, and a trip signal is
sent to the furnace transformer.

This trip enables personnel to quickly make the required repair, put the furnace
transformer into operation, and successfully complete ferroalloy smelting in the furnace. In
this way, it is possible to not only prevent the furnace destruction due to the impossibility
of completing smelting, but also to significantly reduce the downtime of the ore furnace
and the cost of recovery repairs.

4. Conclusions

1. A feature of the design of high-power furnaces for ore-smelting production is the
secondary winding of the furnace transformer made of 4–8 isolated splits and a
busbar assembly made of the same number of pairs of bifilar bus tubes, arranged in a
staggering manner with air gaps of 20–40 mm. Therefore, in such a busbar assembly,
only arc faults can occur between these paired bus tubes. To protect against AFs,
the bus tubes are insulated by means of wrapping them in several layers of gluey
fiberglass cloth.

2. The choice of MCT for the protection of a busbar assembly against AFs, where the
currents attain 35–150 kA inside it, is caused by the fact that the fiberglass cloth
insulation of bus tubes is destroyed during operation by the abrasive dust contained
in the ambient medium. The design of current protections using CTs and Rogowski
coils is a difficult and expensive engineering problem due to the need to use a large
number of these devices, the high cost of CTs, and the difficulty of mounting Rogowski
coils in the air gaps in a busbar assembly.

3. To design an AF protection of a busbar assembly based on MCTs, the currents in
its bus tubes are estimated without and during AFs. Next, the magnetic field of the
busbar assembly is simulated using these currents and the spatial arrangement of the
bus tubes in the assembly. From the analysis of the results, the MCT positions and the
number of their windings are determined.

4. Unlike the more well-known methods, the suggested technique can be used to simu-
late currents in a furnace transformer with a secondary winding made of G isolated
splits and in a busbar assembly with the same number of pairs of bus tubes, both in
the normal operation mode of the furnace transformer with the busbar assembly and
in the case of an AF in an arbitrary pair of bus tubes.

5. The suggested technique also enables simulating the magnetic field of a busbar
assembly both in the normal operation mode of the furnace transformer with the
busbar assembly and in the case of an AF in an arbitrary pair of bus tubes.

6. Based on the analysis of the distribution of the magnetic fields of a busbar assembly
in the normal operation mode and in the case of an AF, two simple and cheap current
protections are designed on the basis of MCTs. The choice of the number of MCTs and
their positions is justified; the design of these MCTs and their fastening are suggested;
and techniques for the reliable transmission of the output signal and setting the
response threshold are developed.
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7. The suggested current protections on the basis of MCTs are perhaps the only simple
and cheap means that can prevent the complete damage of an expensive busbar
assembly due to an AF between the bus tubes of one of its splits. The timely shutdown
of a furnace transformer in the event of an AF between the bus tubes of a busbar
assembly is carried out to make it possible not only to quickly disconnect the damaged
pair of bus tubes and successfully complete the smelting of ferroalloy in the furnace,
but also to significantly reduce the furnace downtime and the cost of repair.

8. Further research will be aimed at the improvement of the suggested current protection,
i.e., increasing its sensitivity by developing techniques for protection against external
magnetic fields.
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